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MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT — ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 
Statement 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [5.50 pm]: I was inspired by Hon Alison Xamon to also comment 
on the inadequacy of the answers provided by Minister Marmion. I was reminded of an answer that I received 
this week to a very specific question about funding for an important project in the south west of the state; that is, 
the western ground parrot recovery project. Members may or may not be aware that the western — 

Hon Donna Faragher: I am. 

Hon GIZ WATSON: The former Minister for Environment, Hon Donna Faragher, is aware of the western 
ground parrot. One has to have one’s wits about them to be aware of a western ground parrot because there are 
very few left. In fact, it is estimated that there are about 110 left. They must be one of the most critically 
endangered birds in Western Australia, although, interestingly enough, the Australasian bittern is probably even 
more endangered. It is estimated that there are between 38 and 150 birds left in the state.  

On Tuesday I asked the Minister for Environment the following very specific questions in question time — 
(1) Will the minister continue to fund the Department of Environment and Conservation’s position 

of conservation officer for the western ground parrot recovery project … 
(2) If no to (1), why not? 
(3) Will the minister continue to fund the integrated fauna recovery program for the south coast? 
(4) If no to (3), why not? 
(5) If no to (1) and (3), how will threats to the survival of the western ground parrot be addressed? 
(6) If no to (1) and (3), will the minister give an assurance that the western ground parrot numbers 

will not be reduced as a result of this defunding?  

The answer was breathtaking. The minister stated — 

The government is very conscious of the critically endangered status of the western ground parrot — 

That is excellent — 

and is committed to continuing the recovery project for this species as well as broader work on 
threatened fauna recovery on the south coast.  

I understand that there was no funding guaranteed beyond this month, May, to fund a particular position that is 
key to the western ground parrot recovery program. That is no answer at all. As far as I am concerned, if I get no 
answer or an answer like that, that is so poor because it gives me no information. The only thing I can conclude 
is that the minister is hiding something from me or he does not want to tell me and the general public that the 
government has defunded that position.  

The message I give back to this minister, and I guess any other minister, is that by this time people should realise 
that my colleagues and I tend to ask information-based questions. We are not trying to be politically clever; we 
are trying to get information. If we do not get information, the only conclusion we can draw is that the minister 
must be hiding something. That is basically what I said by way of a media statement. If the minister will not give 
a commitment to the ongoing funding of that position, the only conclusion I can come to is that that position will 
not be funded. If there was good news, obviously he would have told me but I guess it is not good news and I 
assume that that position, which is funded within the Department of Environment and Conservation, will not be 
funded. That is the problem. It is a problem for a recovery program and it is a problem for a critically endangered 
species.  

I guess my message to the minister is that in future he might as well be honest the first time and give a straight 
answer because sooner or later it will become obvious. I have not had time to look at the budget. I am not sure 
whether the budget will go to this level of detail, probably not, but I will find the answer to that question sooner 
or later. It really does not give any credibility to the minister to not provide a full and frank answer in Parliament. 
I am sure that the former Minister for Environment, who answered questions very well in this place, appreciates 
the need for a direct answer and might convey this to the current minister or pass on her notes because there 
needs to be a vast improvement in the quality of answers that we receive. 

The PRESIDENT: I give the call to the Minister for Disability Services, and I exercise my discretion to allocate 
the full 10 minutes. 
 


